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Chapter 1: Let’s Go
Today was Rocky’s lucky day. Rocky would finally get
powers. “Ding” went the alarm. Rocky jumped up and
turned on the radio. “It’s Friday, Friday, Friday,
everybody. “It's Friday” yelled Rocky. Turn that noise
off, said Rocky’s mom. I rather not, said Rocky. Then
I’ll turn it off. Rocky’s mom used her electrical powers
to turn the radio off. “Mom”, said Rocky. Rocky mom
replied back “sorry” as she whispered, “not sorry”.
2 hours later… Rocky are you dressed yet, said Rocky’s
mom. “Yeah mom”, Rocky responded. Rocky and his mom
went to the Ethan Gray Super School. They pulled up to
the school. “You ready”, Rocky mom said. “I surely am”,
Rocky said.

Chapter 2: The Test
When they went in, Rocky saw people flying and
speeding across the floor. “Woah,” said, Rocky, this is
awesome. “Yes Rocky”, this is where I trained mom
said. While Rocky and his mom were talking they heard
the register call “Rocky Swindle”. Rocky yelled, “here
we go”. He was sent to a room full of people. This is a
test said the manager, now start. People were using
their powers to fight people off. I don’t know what my
powers are said, Rocky. Someone tried to punch Rocky,
he blocked his face then Rocky pushed him away with
the wind. My power is blowing wind, screamed Rocky.
Rocky started spinning around but he couldn’t stop
spinning. He began making a tornado. Everyone was
sucked into the tornado as Rocky kept spinning around.
When Rocky stopped the manager pulled him to the
side and asked him, “Did you make that tornado”? No, I
was the tornado Rocky said. That must mean your
Rocky Swindle, Rochelle Swindle’s son. Your mom was
the captain of the Phoenix Alliance an elite team of
heroes and I want you to be the new captain. Rocky
fainted on the floor.

Chapter 3: Whirl Wind
“Where am I?” said Rocky. Rocky, you are at the Ethan
Gray Super School. I am Ethan Gray. “Yeah” you were
saying something about an alliance, Rocky responded. If
we are beating people up, “count me in!” said Rocky.
Okay, Rocky meet your team Mia, Grayson, Brian, and
Triden, said Ethan Gray. Tomorrow we will check
everyone’s status but right now everyone gets some
rest. The next day Rocky told his mom everything. It’s
time for super hero names. Rocky’s name is Whirlwind,
Mia is the Traveler, Grayson is Switch strike, Brian is
Smokescreen, and Triden is Chaos. Now let’s check
everyone’s status.

Chapter 4: Domination
“Clever,” they say, what an abomination! I declare war
on the Phoenix Alliance said the evil man. At the super
school, the team was training for the battle against
Declan who was Rocky’s father and the God of Water.
2 hours later at the fighting stadium, Declan and the
Phoenix Alliance decided to start the battle. Declan
put Mia and the rest of the team inside a water dome
but left Rocky out. So your my so called dad, Rocky
said. “Is that any way to talk to your father?” Declan
responded. You’re not my father you low life scamp
said, Rocky, as he defeated Declan. Declan fell before
Rocky. The Heroes won the battle!!

The End

